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After visiting this breathtaking, spectacular historic gem, we were interested in how this amazing feat of
restoration (from almost the brink of complete demise) of this wonderful hotel, we were "introduced" to Bill
Cook's story. Bill and his wonderful wife Gayle were the driving force in this restoration, along with the nearby
French Lick Hotel and Casino. How much dedication, enthusiasm, creativity, and money it took is explained in
the life and personality of Bill and Gayle Cook.
In Cook Inc. legendry, right up there with the bedroom beginning is the introduction of Bill Cook to Richard
and Charlie Pritchett, whose construction company at that time was at about the same point of its
entrepreneurial infancy as was Bill Cook’s. It’s a bonding of business styles that belongs in textbooks.
Bill Cook epitomizes the American success story. His business ventures in medical devices, pharmaceuticals,
genetics, real estate, retail management, and travel services have made him a billionaire.
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In The Bill Cook Story II: The Re-Visionary, Bob Hammel engagingly highlights several of Cook’s major
restoration efforts, and also chronicles how he remained dedicated to such work even as his health failed.
Bill married Gayle Karch in 1957, and they had a son (now an executive within the Cook Group), Carl, in 1962.
In 1963, the Cook family moved to Bloomington, Indiana, where they started the company in their apartment
that was eventually to become the Cook Group.
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